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Health Fair
Planned For
February
The first . formal meeting of
the Student Nurses' Organization was held on October 14. The
newly elected president, Mary
Lou Ross, presided over the
meeting. Plans for a Health Fair
to be held three days in February were discussed. During these
days there will be displays, films,
and booths set up concerning
various medical topics. Also discussed were hopes for a MotherDaughter week-end sponsored by
S.N.O. and opened to the entire
school.
A letter was recently received
concerning the S.N.A.R.I. by
the Director of the School
of N u r s i n g concerning the
S.N.A.R.I. annual scholarship
program. There will be two $1.00
scholarships &warded to any student nurse not in her senior year.
To become eligible, each candidate is to write an essay on either "Why I \Vant To Be a Nurse"
or "'My Most Interesting Patient." The two winning essays
will be chosen by the S.N.A.R.I.
judges, and the scholarships will
be awarded at the state convention in the spring. The deadline
for the essays is January 1, 1968.
Congratulations are extended
to Sr. M. Augustine, R.S.M.,
who was awarded a citation by
the Rhode Island State Nurses
Association for her contributions
to the association, of which she
is president, and to Nursing education.

Glee Club
Plans Season
The Salve Regina Glee Club is
once more warming up for a full
season of entertainment. The repertoire began with a combined
concert on November 18 in Ochre
Court featuring St. Michael's College Glee Club from Vermont. The
traditional Candlelight Christmas Concert with the Regina
Players will take place on December 10 at Salve. The Glee Club
will also take to the road for a
return concert with St. Michael's
College in Vermont on February
17 and come home to Salve in
time for a joint concert with Holy
Cross Glee Club on March 23.
The Club will celebrate the
Easter season this year by participating with the Interfaith
Choir and St. Mary's Cathedral
Choir of Fall River in the singing of "The Creation" by Haydn,
to be held at Mathewson Methodist Church, Providence. A performance will be presented at the
Guild Tea in Ochre Court on May
26th and the club will sing at the
Baccalaureate Service in St. Mary's Church, Newport, on June 2.
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Fine. Arts Committee Presents
Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet
Through his poetry, W. D. Snodgrass has shown .the public
that poetry is not the formulized reiteration of the past years, but
is abounding in life and freedom. Appearing on November 30
through the Fine Arts Committee, W. D. Snodgrass will delight
his audience with a personal reading of his poetry accompanied
by commentaries.

William DeWitt Snodgrass

William DeWitt Snodgrass,
American poet, critic and teacher was born into a Quaker family
in Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania in
1926. He attended Geneva College and then made a three year
tour of·duty in the Navy in which
he participated in America's final
invasion in World War II. Following the war, he received his B.A.,
M.A. and M.F.A. degrees from the
State University of Iowa.
Mr. Snodgrass has held many
positions at several universities.
From 1955-57 he was an instructor in the English Department at
Cornell University in Ithaca and
from 1957-58 he held the same
position at the University of
Rochester. He is currently holding
tlre post of Assistant Professor in
the English Department of
Wayne State University.
Other Accomplishments
Some of his other accomplishments consist of Phi Beta kappa
Poet at Columbia l]niversity and
Honorary Fellow in American
Literature at University of New
Hampshire. His numerous awards
and grants commenced in 1957•
with the Ingram-Merrill Award
Winner for Poetry; Guiness Poetry Award (England) in 1961;
Ford Foundation Grant for Study
in Theatre, and the Ingram-Merrill Foundation Fellowship 196364. His most notable accomplishment, however, was in 1960 when
he was awarded the Pulitzer

Prize for Poetry for his collection
of Poems
entitled
"Heart's
Needle."
Varied themes run throughout
the poems of Snodgress, such as
his memories of Navy service, and
of his home town, an early disintegrating marriage, and the
main theme of "Heart's Needle,"
that of his relationship with his
daughter. Separated from: her by
the estrangement with his wife,
Snodgrass reflects back upon the
childhood of Cynthia. Most of his
poems are personal but do not
exhibit any sensationalism or
sentimentality saved by his sense
of humor and dignity. The poetry
itself contains the ever present
qualities of the Midwest farmland, unusually simple rhythms
and ideas found in nursery
rhymes.
The Pulitzer Prize Winning series "Heart's Needle" is divided
into ten individual poems about
his daughter, Cynthia. Each poem
is for one season of the year in
fhe period beginning with the
winter of 1952 and ending with
the spring of 1955. It is in this
series where -we become acquainted with the images of "No Man's
land, 'City park, r-011ing countryside" etc. After his appearance
maybe we too can say" ... Something wonderful happened to all
of us who met and listened to
him . . ." a thought expressed at .
Garland Junior College, Boston..

Team Teachi-ng Method
Seen In A New Way
·Coffee-House Plans To
Many fathers and daughters could be seen roaming the Salve
campus several weeks ago during the annual Father-Daughter
Weekend. After the festivities of the two days had come to an
end, the couples, of course, parted, and, each left the collegiate
atmosphere in order to return to his place of business. There was
one pair, however, that did not part, and this couple certainly
warrants the attention of Salve students in particular.
Salve R,egina College is unique
in that it has on its teaching
staff the only father - daughter
team in Rhode Island. Well known to all English majors on
the campus are the personages of
Dr. Frank · E. Greene and his
daughter Sister Mary Damien,
R.S.M. Last year, after having
taught at Rhode Island College
for twenty years, Dr. Greene became a member of · the faculty at
Salve. Sister Mary Damien came
to Salve this year from St. John's
University where she was enrolled as a doctoral candidate.
She will complete her doctoral

studies next year.
This dynamic twosome is presently teaching a course in English
Renaissance literature to juniors
and seniors. Two seniors - Mary
McNulty and Kathy Flanagan have expressed their reactions to
the combined efforts of these two
professors. Both feel that the arrangement is working well and
that it is beneficial to the students
in that the course is being approached from two different
points of view. When asked how
the two methods differ, Mary said
Continued on Page 4

Reopen Next Semester
The student body is constantly
pleading for the support of campus activities and last year part
of our dream became a reality. A
group of hard-working students
under the leadership of Margaret
Moran, a senior, organized Salve's
first coffee house, the "Cave-In"
in the old haven. The entertainment "secured through Salve stu-.
dents" was excellent, the atmos-

~
HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

phere lively, and the results were
very successful.
This year an attempt was made
to establish "a gathering place
for Salve students." The first
night was a success but due to
other social activities sponsored
by Salve on other nights, the
"Cave-In" couldn't compete.
Therefore the "Cave-In" will
be closed until second semester
when it will again be opened on
those Friday nights when no
other school activity is planned.
In this way those girls who are
clamoring for an increase of spirit
and interest on this campus can
attend and support the coffee
house. Will you be among those
who will make the "Cave-In" a
success?

Page 2
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A New Kind of Love-In?

Mademoiselle Says Zip and Buckle

Action Core
Takes Shape

tailing like contrasting collars
If it zips, buckles, buttons, or
snaps, it's straight from '67. and cuffs, low tortoise-trimmed
That's the latest fashion mes- belts are to be seen, and shirtsage from E d i t h Raymond dresses piick u,p details which are
Locke, Executive Editor Fashion · important on sweaters and skirts:
and Beauty, of Mademoiselle multi pockets, big zippers and
magazine. What makes a skirt, culottes.
sweater, shirt, or dress strictly
"this year" is detailing - the
little fashion extras which add
up to important changes in the
collegiate look.
Skirts: Whether they're mini
or maxi, this year's skirts have
detailing. Kilt with buckles and
maxi safety pins, culottes with a
pleat to let them masquerade as
skirts, a dirndl (gathered skirt
with a waistband) with a rolled
hem are popular.
Sweaters: Lambswool and fur
blend shirt-sweaters have button-down collars and cuffs. The
mini-sweater stops just at the
waist; the maxi grows to 27
inchea, and is belted just below
the waist. Other details to watch
for: buttons on shoulders and
sleeves, pockets by the handful;
for extra color, tuck in a handkerchief and giant zippers.
Shirts: The British influence
comes on strong with muted
stripes acrosa, pale oxford. Example: deep-blue and yellow
lines tra;cking a pale-blue oxford or green-edged yellow on
pale peach. ,S hirts, have plenty
of trimming: a cut-out cuff to
Accessories: Hardware shines
shOIW a big watch, epaulets everywhere - on coats, shoes,
across the shoulders, plenty of belts, handbags, around wrists.
pockets. For an extra dash of Buckles, suitcase and galosh
British appeal, foulard scarf closings, dog-leash clips, gromshould be tucked in at the neck- mets and zippers on absolutely
line.
everything are common.
Dresses: As B1itain influences
These are the details that add
the college girls' shirts, so does up to collegiate fashion for Fall
France her dresses. French de- '67. •

There's a lively new movement
on campus; it is a movement
which has little to do with loveins, sit-ins, protest marches or
draft-dodgers, yet it is as much a
part of the contemporary mode
of life as any of these. The keynote of this vital, new group is
Christian involvement, both in its
interest in the problems of college life, and also in its potential
for service to the smaller community of Salve Regina and the
larger community of Newport itself. This group is the Action
Core, under the chairmanship of
one of Salve's senior nurses, Miss
Leandro.
As some readers will remember,
there were several clubs on campus last year, all of which had a
basic religious orientation, and all
of which, for one reason or another, were generally ineffective.
Action has incorporated all of
these groups and their objectives,
with high hopes that in such unity will be found strength and effectiveness.
Generally speaking, the Core
is an open body, extending an invitation to all students to join in
any or all club activities. Under
· its new blueprint for service, Action hopes to aid each of its members in becoming involved in those
apostolates that coincide with her
special interests, for it is felt
that in this way the club will faster continue unity, 3iPirit and
awareness of the community.
Girls will find opportunities for
work at the community center,
with shut-ins, at Head Start, to
mention only a few possibilities.
The most important objective of
Action Core, however, is to make
-all students aware of the many
needs of the modern world, and
to point to the way in which they
may be fulfilled.
Another indication of Action's
unique approach, and original
spirit is its board of advisors, a
group of interested lay and religious faculty members which includes Sr. Mary Eloise, Sr. Mary
Brenda, Fr. Riley, Sr. Donald, and
Misses MacDonald and O'Neill. In
selecting such a board, which certainly represents a wide crosssection of the faculty, the Core
hopes to obtain access to many
varied and valuable ideas. This
group exists for the sole purpose
of lending a willing, helping hand
to any student member, and to
serve in a general advisory capacity.
Here then is the description
of Action, but there is no Action
without students, and to quote
Miss Leandro, "as Christian
women more will be expected of
·us; we must live up to these expectations." It is her desire that
the Adion Core help its members to take the first step down
the long road toward involvement
in Christian life, an involvement
which depends not on formal requirements of club membership,
but rather on a student's individual desire to serve.

George Bihn of Princeton University

50 Volunteers Wanted
For Archaeology 'Digs'
A new and exciting opportunity in England is now offered to
college students wanting to spend next summer in Europe in an
interesting way.
You may help to reveal the secrets of a Roman villa, an ironage hill fort or the structure of a
medieval town or Anglo-Saxon
cathedral before they disappear,
perhaps for ever. Expanding
housing programs, city centre
redevelopment and new highway:
projects in Britain today have
o.pened up many new possibilities for archaeological investigation.
You may help in this important
work, earn credits, make international friends and receive valuable training in archaeology, by
joining a program sponsored by
the Association for Cultural E:Xcha:nge, The British non'-profit
organization.

Volunteers first join a threeweek seminar for traindng in
British archaeology and excavation techniques at Queen's College, Oxford. They then split up
into small groups for three or
more weeks "digging" on an
archaeological site. Total cost of
the program is 725 dollars, ineluding round-trip air transportation from New York. Part
scholarships are available to
suitable students with a "B" plus
average.
Write now for further details
to United States Representative:
Association for Cultural Exchange, 539 West 112th Street,
New York 10025. Closing appliginning of January 1968.

Support

As the Reels Roll:

'Far from the Maddening Crowd'
Director John Schlesinger and
screenwriter Frederic Raphael,
who collaborated on "Darling,"
now bring to the screen Thomas
Hardy's victorian novel, "Far
from the Maddening Crowd." The
story, based on a classic tradition,
is a nineteenth century version of
Greek tragedy and is filled with
coincidence, fateful encounters,
and frenzied occurrences.
The story takes place in the
sheep-grazing
countryside
of
Wessex, England. Bathsheba Everdene (Julie Christie) the tragic
heroine, is pursued by a variety
of men. They are Gabriel Oak
(Alan Bates) an impoverished
sheepman; Bo 1 d w 6 o d (Peter
Finch) a strange unemotional
landowner, and Troy (Terence
Stamp) a seductive soldier. Bathsheba, choosing Troy for her husband, jilts Gabriel and turns Boldwood into a frustrated admirer.
The marriage, however, proves
disastrous and Troy disappears
after the death of his former
lover. Thinking Troy dead Boldwood begs Bathsheba to reconsider his offer of marriage. Ac-

cepting through pity, Batnsheba
announces the engagement only
to have Troy reappear to claim
his wife. Broken-hearted Boldwood murders Troy and is condemned to death. The path to
Bathsheba now lay open to Gabriel who has stood patiently in
the wings until the melodrama
has been played out. The movie
terminates with Bathsheba and
Gabriel beginning a life together
in the memory of the past.
"Far from the Maddening
Crowd" with its relatively happy
ending is probably the most adaptable to the theater of Hardy's
novels. The film sticks almost
entirely to the book and extends
it only through photographical
tricks and illusions and the exagerated gloom and desperation of
the English countryside. The excellent performances of both
major and minor cast and the
talents of producer and director
combine to make the movie a display of Hardy at his best as well
as an excellent movie of its own
merit.
- Peg Sheehan

Regina Maris
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Vietnam Presents A Ti~ely Controversy
(This is the first of a series of in-depth commentaries on Vietnam. They have been prepared by freshmen and coordinated by
Sue Boyle. We hope they will be seen as facts worthy of contemplation, stimulus for awareness, and the beginning of a new wave
of interest necessary to fulfill our duty in society.)
The Importance
Of Forming Opinions
We are the authors of a history
yet unwritten. Our generation is
characterized by individualism. To
be a whole person, alive with the
spirit of the times, it is necessary
to form our own ideas.
Self-development is self-knowledge. Understanding, a virtue everyone desires, can be obtained by
intellectual experiment. Through
this experiment one can derive
undiscovered truths about oneself
and also about others. A strong;
and informed mind gives confidence and facility in communicating ideas. Without a knowledge
of world affairs, we are at a loss
in our influence with people and
u~able to know ourselves.
Professional life demands a
well-informed, mature mind. Our
opinion on public affairs will be
asked and subject to criticism by
our peers and those in authority.
If our opinion is explicit and is
representative of the faith around
us, the possibilities for unity and
the improvement of society are
apparent.
An opinion is not easy to form.
Patience, selflessness and the endeavor to be aware of all avenues
of thought is a pre-requisite to
the formation of ideas.

The Geneva Accord of '54
And U. S. Interest In It
The United States isn't recognizing Communist China or North
Korea. Britain recognizes the
Communists from China but not
from Korea. The Chinese Nationalists cannot speak to the Chinese
Communists, and the Koreans of
the south cannot speak to the
Koreans of the north. British and
American diplomats cannot be
seen socially with those from
Communist China or North Korea,
but the British are under strict
orders not to offend either country. A childish game with impossible rules? Perhaps. But this is
the atmosphere in which the famous Geneva Accord of '54 was
written. Is it any wonder that we
are still nebulous today about the
outcome of that famous council?
In attendance were the four
major world powers and many
others who had an interest in
Southeast Asia. However, it is
important to remember that neither the U. S., vitally concerned
with Vietnam today, nor South
Vietnam itself, signed the actual
document. Vietnam expressed its
reservations, but i n d i c at e d it
would not oppose the Accord.
What was the outlook of America, who was cajoled into attendance, during the negotiations?
Verified by high Allied sources in
the U. S. and abroad, the record
shows that at no time did the

considered a popular hero. He was where he thinks he can find the
against the French and against most security." This last provicolonialism. He said he was for sion was mainly for the Catholics
independence, and most of the north of the 17th parallel.
people of Indo-China felt the
Mendes-France continued with
same way. A bigger war was not a provision most important in unwanted by the Vietnamese, and
U.S. actually propose direct U.S. if they had to choose between derstanding the situation in Vietintervention in the Indo-Chinese that and a Communist victory, nam today. He states that fr19m
war. No U. S. official, qualified to they would vote for a Communist the start of the conference, "it
had been provided that the settlespeak for the government on the victory.
ment would have only a provibasis of this record, suggested
In the conference itself, the
immediate intervention. Contrary Chairman of the Democratic Re- sional character and that the
to a belief widely held in Europe public of Vietnam, (the Viet unity of the country would be reat the time, President Eisenhower Minh), asked for a line of De- established as soon as ' possible
was not prepared to ask Congress marcation at the thirteenth pa- after general elections under infor passage of a joint resolution rallel, that troops withdraw with- ternational supervision . . . fixed
authorizing intervention at his in three months, and that general for the month of July, 1956, and
it was to be understood that they
discretion. Actually, what the
elections be held six months after would be supervised by an interU.S. had sought for publically, asi
that. The supervision would be national commission composed of
well as privately, was the agreeentrusted to a committee of four representatives from India (neument with its allies on a plan for states (two of them Communist)·
a united or collective defense of and all decisions would require tral chairman), Can ad a (pro
Western), and Poland (pro ComSoutheast Asia that could win unanimity.
munist)." Since unanimous decisupport of non-Communist Asians.
The final document, however, sions were required on all major
J. F. Dulles, in the spring of '54 modified these provisions someissued a statement to just that what. As was stated by Pierre ' decisions by these three, one can
easily see why the commission
effect.
Mendes-France, the Premier and has proved very effective.
The U. S. was, however, in June, French Minister at the conference,
In addition to these provisions,
helping to train Vietnam's army, when addressing the final assem- the Viet Minh asked and were
and their plan had three major bly, the military agreement pro- granted the request that foreign
provisions. First, an army of vided for "assembling the forces alliances be prohibited for them
twelve divisions should be estab- of the two camps in temporary and that no foreign base be eslished and trained for offensive regroupment areas. The evacua- tablished on their territory. In
war. Secondly, their first assign- tion of Tonkin by French units answer to the Accord, the Chairment would be in the south, to was to be done in stages over a man of the Democratic Republic
clean up guerrillas there, freeing period of 300 days: 80 for Hanoi, of Vietnam stated they would obFrench forces for all-out combat 100 for Haiduong, and 300 days serve the following rules: that
in the north, around Hanoi and for Haiphong. The operation was "no obstacle in law or in fact will
Haiphong. And thirdly, the first to start 15 days after the agree- be put to the departure of persons
three divisions would be ready by ment came into force. A systema- who would wish to leave the zones
December. The U. S. also made it tic withdrawal of the adversary of regrouping, public service inclear, however, that it would not forces stationed in Annan and stallations would be maintained,
supply any troops itself. That job Cochin China would take place the ownership of assets and enterwas up to the Vietnamese, and over the same period of time." prises would be safe-guarded, the
quite a job it was, for although in The liberation of prisoners was to enterprises in regrouping areas
theory Vietnam had nation-wide take place within 30 days.
would be able to pur,sue their acmobilization, in practice, the VietHe also stated that" ... funda- tivity without hindrance ..."
namese youths were hiding out in mental liberties will be guaranThese agreements i.e., the Acdroves to escape the draft. Why teed to the entire population of cord, was signed by "interested
weren't they more willing to rid the two zones, no reprisals can be commanders" and adopted by the
their land of Communists, we carried out, and a broad amnesty ensemble of the Conference,
might ask. The answer lies in the must be granted by both sides. without being signed by the repdiscouragement of these war-torn Lastly, a right of option is pro- resentatives of the delegations.
people. In June of '54, Ho Chi claimed which will enable any And, as was mentioned previously,
Minh, the Communist leader, was Vietnamese to choose the zone the United States issued a seperate statement. What Dulles said
at that time basically amounts to
the effect that the American government would not interfere in
RESULTS OF PUBLIC OPINION POLL
the execution of the Geneva
agreements, but that it would
ON VIETNAM
consider any new aggression comThe results of the public opinion poll were as follows:
mitted by violating these agre~ments as a serious menace to in275 copies of the poll were distributed.
ternation peace.
These are the facts of Geneva,
100 completed polls were returned.
and United States' interest at
that time. The violations and
To the question, "Do you support the war in Vietnam?"
changes in policy (if any) since
33 % replied YES.
then, constitute a different story,
20% replied NO.
but all conclusions drawn as to
the validity of our presence in
An additional 41 % said that they disagree with the war,
Vietnam today, stem from these
but will support the country's policies.
agreements.
- Ruth Dupuy
8% of those replying had no opinion.

We who took this poll wish to thank those who participated
for their cooperation.
S. Mary Boyle
Margot DlCairano
Kathleen Riley

Ho Chi Minh
The present situation in Vietnam could probably have been
avoided if America had deviated
from one of her cardinal virtues;
to become a prisoner of history
and to learn from experience. If
she had applied to France in Viet-

nam the same pressures for decolonization she applied to the
Netherlands in Indonesia, and recognized Ho Chi Minh's Democratic Republic of Vietnam, the
world situation would be very different. Ho might have done to
Communism in Vietnam what
Tito did in later years in Yugoslavia before the Communist Chinese reached the Vietnamese borders. In other words, Ho's proposed government would have
been less of a threat to the Western world, and all tendencies toward a World War III might have
been avoided.
It may be said that Ho Chi
Minh worked for Communism in
both Russia and China. He introduced Communism into Vietnam
and planned on unifying various
Vietnamese nationalist groups under Communism. When he saw
the impending split between the
Russians and the Chinese, he returned to Vietnam, after receiving a degree at Moscow University in Marxist Philosophy and
setting up schools for agitators in
Kantung, China. The reason for
his departure was to show that
he had no preference for either
China or Russia. He was, therefore, pragmatic in his attitude toward Communism. It also illustrates his shrewdness in dealing
with people, in that by staying
neutral he maintained the friendship of both, thus enabling him to
tap funds to carry on the guerrilla war in Vietnam.
The birth of Ho's province occurred in the spring of 1930.
There is no definite record of an
upnsmg, and existing sources
conflict as to its interpretation.
Supposedly, it grew out of a totally non-Communistic mutiny of
native soldiers in Tonking, North
Vietnam, which spread to the
peasantry as a consequence of
falling prices caused by the Great
Depression. This take-over initiated an anti-French feeling, although for a time Ho openly supported the "Brest-Litvosk doctrine," which involved a readiness
to acc~pt partial and temporary
return of French influence to
Vietnam. France's rejection of the
alternative, due to economic interests, led to the first Indo-China
War, which lasted from 1946 to
1954, with the defeat of the
French and the Geneva agreement, partitioning Vietnam at the
17th parallel. From this time on
it appears that Ho Chi Minh's
rule in North Vietnam is the law
of the land.
- Angela Vardakls

The College
And The Crisis
The impression one gets from
contemporary mass media is that
the college students are both disturbed and disturbing because of
the Vietnam war. While the positions taken by some of the leaders
of mass demonstrations supported
by college students are neither
Continued on Page 4
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·f · Letters to the Editor

·

i*

Is the college of today supposed to be an extension of our -ic
'Dear Editor:
high school education, or is it a journey into a new dimension of Dear Editor,
As
members
of
the
Sophomore
What's going on in the outside
what we have already absorbed? It is our opinion that Salve has
Class, we were quite disappointed ·world? What are today's headnot fully met the challenge of these new dimensions.
and disturbed when we learned lines? God only knows! Don't you
Too many areas of the curriculum are only extensions of what from ol).r parents that the admin- think it is about time we found·
we learned in high school, or are content to cover only the surface istration had taken it upon them- out? Honestly, is the New York
of an area that may be new to us and thus fail to present a chal- selves to send letters home with- Times only for the New Yorker?
Most people don't think so - do
lenge or sense of stimulation to the average student. Though there out first informing us.
We were under the impression
is more than a fair amount of daily complaints of too much work, that the matter was to be dis- you? True what goes on in Providence is important to the Rhode
papers, and so on, the typical Salve student is eager to do the cussed with us before any definite Islander, but what we need is a
work - if it really presents an intellectual achievement as a re- action would be taken. We had comprehensive coverage of all naward. As the mind of youth develops, it seeks not a repetition of _looked forward to discussing the tional news, and we need it today!
knowledge, but rather it wants to probe more deeply into things matter with the administration
The racks in the library are
in an organized fashion, but now
and obtain total understanding. Perhaps it is also pride that mo- we feel as if we had been merely filled with Catholic newspapers
tivates us in this direction of challenge - but it is this pride and pacified with hopes and promises. and that's fine for theology, but
how about a few secuJar newspadesire that leads to achievement and progress. What else could
If we are being overlooked now,
pers for Political Science, History,
what will happen when we are
be a better goal?
and Sociology, just to mention a
living off-campus?
Concerned Student Nurses

SCALES
OF

1.tARN\KG

The necessity of raising our academic standards and goals
from a surface knowledge to a real comprehensive understanding
and workable knowledge is of vital importance in today's world.
Worthwhile achievements can only come from the most complete
exercise of the mind, and as the mind becomes accustomed to this,
the fruits of its labor bring endless benefits to both the individual
and society.
This desire for real achievement and in-depth knowledge is
something that is rapidly growing on our campus. It can be felt in
frustrations which all too often lead to apathy. Present new dimenslons to us, specializations of what we now see only on the
surface. The world awaits our achievements, but we must be as
prepared as possible to meet them properly. It is our sincere wish
that our challenge be accepted with the proper understanding
and that our quest be met with success.

Team Teaching
Continued from Page 1
that Sister Mary Damien's class reactions that team teaching is
is characterized by more class here to stay at Salve. Although
participation and discussion of it is very unlikely that there will
i~eas, whereas Dr. Greene's class, ever be another such fatherwhich is marked by his well- daughter team on campus, other
known sense of humor, is ap- dedicated teachers such as these
proached from a more objective two may be able to combine their
knowledge, ideas, and efforts, and
viewpoint.
Variety_a_ppeals to most people in this way improve the curricuand this · is one of the attributes lum here at Salve.
- Catherine Pratt
of this course. The girls who were
interviewed stated that they feel
as though they are taking two
courses in one. Kathy said that
from her English Renaissance literature course she gets the most
accurate evaluation of herself academically, . for she is being
judged through the eyes o:f two
professors instead of one.
One might conclude from these

* * *

Dear Editor:
As members of the Sophomore
Class we wish to express our
concern as to what will happen to
our student nurses.
Is it justifiable that they should
be uprooted from their life and
friends on the Salve campus and
be replanted in alien surroundings, cut off from all they expected their college days to be ?
We think a fair settlement of this
problem must come soon; our
friends are being deprived financ.:ially, culturally, socially and academically. Their voices should be
heard and recognized, not ignored
as if they had no right to express
concern about their future.
Friends of the
Sophomore Nurses

* * "'

Dear Editor:
I am a freshman and have had
little chance to use the library.
When I did have occasion, I was
shocked by the lack of variety
and quantity of subject matter
the library can supply. Regardless
how small a college may be, the
students still need a library that
can furnish material that is up to
date and covers topics that are of
interest to the students. The main
objective of each student here is
to further her education and when
we need reading material we
should not have to go elsewhere
because our campus library has
nothing on that subject. I hope
this letter will help those people
who have the power to remedy
this to realize the students are
interested. Thank you.
Marilyn Carlos

* * *

Dear Editor,
If there is supposed to be so
much spirit on our campus, I
would like to know why . only a .
few j"Liniors ' and even fewer
seniors went to the singles party
on ·S unday, the fifth of Nov,e mber? The Social Committee was
going .to ,give the profits to · the
!Regina Maris, but since only a
small amount of upper classmen,
attended there was no , profit
made. If we the i;;e;niors want · a
year book, I think we should
show our spirit ·and help ' make!
our school and its functions
something to be proud of.
Beth Wenzler '68

few?
We all want a better Salve, so
let's start getting some of the
necessities! This isn't asking too
much, is it?
A Concerned Sophomore

* * *

Dear Editor:
We are living in a country of
democratic ideals. Why should
our campus be an exception? Yes,
an exception, think about it! How
many of our ideas presented
through student council, our
voice, get the "BIG O.K." from
the administration? Must our
ideas die before we get a chance
to fight for them? Or must we
fight a useless war? Should we
have to beg and plead continuously? This isn't an out and out revolution, but it's turning into quite
a civil war. Our only weapons are
our ideas and voices, yet the administration has the most powerful weapon
the almighty
VETO!
When will we be heard, when
will our ideas be accepted? We
are the decision makers of the
future - we deserve a chance!
A Sophomore
''Waiting to be heard."

Viet Nam
Continued from Page 3
authentic nor practical, other college campuses have attempted to
create a forum wherein an articulate and forceful public opinion
would be initiated. One would
hope that the collegiate community would come together, not to
engage in random agitation, but
to bear witness to their concern
for America's · commitment for
which they, 1;1.s ~ducated citizens,
must responsibly accept a share.
As I see it, the college must provide stimulation_ for serious dis. cussion of this controversial issue
to fulfill its role as a :fore-runner
of public decision and _action.
Vietnam has become a subject
of concern and controversy to a
degree unparalleled by any other
war' in which our country has engaged. For this reason it has
evoked decision from soul-searching Americans not ordinarily concerned with policy making. Endorsed ' by four presidents, our
engagement to the land in Southeast Asia has been gradual, cal-

culated and supported by the
citizens of our country. As it is
obvious that deliberate choices led
us to our present involvement, it
is no less certain that multiple
optio:p.s are open to us at this
junction. When speaking at Rhode
Island College, Senator Claiborne
Pell reduced these to four: escalation, withdrawal, continuance of
the present policy or halt bombing while reducing the fighting to
enclaves. As the Senator, on that
occasion elicited a response of
students' views, so too should all
college students be challenged to
accept their personal relevance to
and accountability for the subsequent international actions of
this nation. Implicit in this challenge is a call to careful scholarship in a relentless pursuit of
truth. Hopefully, the Socratic dictum: Life unexamined is not
worth living - will come to have
more meaning for them.
The search consists of three
steps or processes, usually so well
blended that they appear to be
one. First, one must collect and
organize such facts as are available and relevant. A cel'tain order
must direct the reader lest he find
himself with a chaotic assemblage
of miscellaneous facts. Limited by
time and availability of materials,
the student's data of Vietnam will
be fragmentary, selective and
biased. Yet, as Henry Steele Commager points out, these are the
raw materials of public opinion
and the student must attempt to
extract meaning from them. Then
the facts must be organized into
some coherent pattern. As the individuals bring their own insights
to bear on the prime sources, no
two patterns evolve alike. Students should be encouraged to
evaluate the effectiveness of the
Diem regime, to seek to understand the Communist ideology of
Ho Chi Minh and to follow the debates of leaders in the Congress.
Finally, the process of interpretation is most nearly individual and
makes the highest demand on the
student's scholarship. Insights into the reality of the Vietnam situation will be the fruit of diligent
research and interpretation that
bear the marks of wise judgment,_
originality, imagination, and vi-sion. Perhaps our students wm:
come to understand the remark.
made by a visiting artist, brought
to our campus by the cultural
comrnitee, when he remarked, "If
we are to be creative, there must
be an irritation or stimulus to
provoke it."
- Sister Mary -Patrician Healy,
R.S.M.

COMING SOON
Movm

The Other Vietnam
Depicts U. S. program
to bring economic devel. _opment to Vietnamese
people. Sponsored by the
A.I.D.
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Banter and Bard
A Wilde Evening

A Wilde Evening with Shaw,
first attraction in Sa1ve Regina'SI
Fine Arts Festival, was presented'
Tuesday, October 17, at Roger's
High School Auditorium.
1Starring
Richard Gray and
Mayo Loiseau, this three-act
dramatization of the lives and
wit of Oscar Wilde and George
Bernard Shaw was co-directed
by the late Sir Cedric Hardwicke,
and is now in its fifth year of a,
:successful post-Broadway tour.
The first two acts, covering
the period ending in the turn of
the century, are drawn from
such works as: An Ideal Husband, Man of Destiny, The Importance of Being Earnest, Thei
Ballad of Reading Gaol, The Happy Prince and The Decay of Lying. Major works !from which the
third act is drawn include:
Caesar and Cleopatra, Man and
Superman and Shaw's Prefaces.

* * *
Pianist Performs
Theodore Ullmann, internationally acclaimed c o n c e r t
pianist,
gave a
recital of
Beethoven sonatas, Wednesday,.
October 25 in Ochre Court. HiSI
program included sonatas opua
13, 57, 81a.
Mr. Ullmann, who has performed on every continent, is a
spec i a 1 favorite of university
audiences having filled return engagements of at least 333 American colleges and universities.
This was his second appearance
on the Newport campus.
Former faculty member of
Biarritz American University in
France and member of the teaching staff under the Hutcheson
administration of Julliard School
of Music, Dr. Ullmann is the
winner of more than a score of
competitive awards including the
MacDowell Club Young Artists
Contest and the $1000 Bamberger competition.
He appeared under the auspices of the Music Foundation
Artists Bureau, trustees of the
Louise N. Grace Memorial Fund.

* * *
How Does A Painting Mean?
An intimate group of about
forty people experienced the supreme pleasure of witnessing the
creation of a .painting by Constantine Arvanites. Mr. Arvanites is a well-known New
England artist who is presently
on the faculty of the Division of
Education of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston State College at
Boston. In the past, Mr. Arvanites has had one man shows at
Marblehead's Royal House, Tufts,
Gallery Seven, the Fitchburg Art
Museum and at the World Galleries of Art. Currently, Mr. Arvanites is affiliated with Horizon Galleries, World Galleries of
Art, IFC Gallery and Gallery
Seven.
The lecture on Thursday, November 2, 196·7 was preceded by

II

a seminar in the Mercy lounge at
4:00. Questioning the group, Arvanites was concerned' about how
rational the public considers the
artist. The general consensus was
that the artist is rational because he serves a purpose in society. Upon being asked why the
modern public does not appreciate pop art Arvanites reminded
us that we always have considered the past superior. Therefore, because of this and our reluctance to accept change we do
not acknowledge n o v e 1 art
forms.
The lecture began with Mr.
Arvanites stating that he intended to create a landscape collage consisting of various types
of paper and acrylic paint. Beginning the painting, Mr. Arvanitesi pasted several · pieces of
paper on the canvas. This step
was employed mainly to agitate
the artist into forming an object
with meaning to each individual.
During the two hours the
iP a i n ti n g
itself completely
changed three times. Arvanites:
clarified this by informing his
audience that his first ideas are
not strong therefore while painting he works over and ov,e r the
main idea. Also, the painter
stated that in the finished product there were forms which he
had employed in previous paintings.
In the finished painting, the
paper which •was first employed
was barely visible.
Various
•colors such as black, white, grey,
blue, and red covered the paper
which was originally green,
blaick and beige.

* * *
Delightful Dobbins
Jim Dobbins delightfully entertained a full house of Salve
students on November 9,
One of the leading political cartoonists of New England, Mr.
Dobbins is employed by The Boston Traveler and the Boston
Sunday Herald. Among his many
awards, Mr. Dobbins has merited
the Grand Prize Wayne University International Competition,
the Christopher Literary Award,
Freedoms Foundation G r a n d
Prize, National Safety Council
Awards and eight Freedoms
Foundation Honor Medals.
Mr. Dobbin's personality was
aligned with the lecture he presented to the audience: warm,
congenial, informal, and witty.
One of the reasons this atmosphere prevailed during the lecture was the method Mr. Dobbins employed in describing his
characters. As Mr. Dobbins
characterized Khrus1chev he explained, "His ears are so big he
looks like a taxi cab with its two
back doors open, and he has a
huge happy nose, happy mouth,
and happy teeth." When speaking of President Johnson, he explained that he was one of his
easiest personalities to create,
because of his tremendous nose,
large ears, and the excess
amount of jewelry he wears. Mr.

\

Why Not You
This Year?
...

\
,•""t.

~------Dobbins made the comment that
if earrings were acceptable for
men, Mr. Johnson would surely be
seen wearing them. Mr. Dobbins
added a touch of sentimentality
to his lecture when he revealed
the true, but somewhat mysterious story of the famed Jimmy
Durante's Mrs. Kalabash, while
at the same time creating a caricature of this old comedian.

')S

culiar only to classical guitar,
and according to a good many
critics, Mr. Caponigro has certainly mastered his instrument.
He possesses a deep understanding and appreciation of the guitar
and transmits it to his audience.

* * *
Zwi Kanar -

Pantomimist

The art of a mimic cannot be
expressed in words; if this be
true then Zwi Kanar deserves
utter~ silence:' Reminiscent of
Chaplin, his hilarious but moving pantomime touches one's
deepest emotions.
A child in Poland during World
War II, Kanar was de.ported to
Buchenwald, the infamous con~
centration camp, and following
the Liberation served in the
Israelian independence war. Yet
he was not crushed by this
series of events; his ability to
portray man in all situations
now had a more profound meaning.
Kanar's career as a mime be~
gan with dramatic studies in Tel
Aviv, and continued in Paris under the direction of the famous
mimes Decroux and Marceau.
After captivating Europe, Kanar
has set out on a new conquest the United States. Now all America must agree that in his portrayal O!f mankind "Ziwi Kanar is
international."

Andrew Caponigro
His program consisted of
pieces from the sixteenth century to the present day. For
those who were particularly interested in learning more about
the guitar, Mr. Caponigro conducted a work-shop seminar
at 5 o'clock.

Thursday and Friday
November 30, 1967
December 1, 1967

LONDON GRAFICA ARTS

* * *
Guitar, Anyone?
What is the first thought that
comes to your mind when you
hear the word, "guitar"? It is
some dark little coffee house
with red-check table cloths or
Joan 'Baez or a Folk Mass? What
does it mean to you? Andrew
Ca,p onigro arrived on campus
November 21 to try and introduce to us a new, "old" guitar
sound - that of the classical
guitar.
For anyone who has never
heard classical guitar, it is a new
and refreshing experience. It
takes much precision, skill, practice, and a certain technique pe-

(Grand Duchy of Luxembourg)
- Thousands of American students, male and female have participated civer the past 10 years
in the American Student Information Service program. ASIS,
has made this possible to stu-,
dents through their paying jobSI
in European programs and low
cost tours and flights offered.
Each year students pour into
Luxembourg City for a short orientation and information seminar
on European customs and the
European way of life, just before
leaving for their jobs that ASI1S
has located and arranged for al1
over . Europe, from snow-cappedl
Scandinavia to the sunny Iberian/
peninsula.
For their 10th anniversary,
ASI1S, pioneers in jobs abroad,,
.present even a larger and more
varying range of available jobSI
than ever before. ' Some 15,0.00
jobs are on file, available any<
time during the year, waiting to
be filled by American students.
Most jobs do not require previouSI
experience or foreign language
ability. You have your choice of
jobs in any of 15 European
countries. Wages range to $400 a.
month and room and board
is provided by the employer.
Available positions include lifeguarding, sales, resort work,
child care, office work, hospital
iwork, construction work, camPI
counseling, and many more.
Why do you hesitate? Remember, jobs are given on a first
come - first served basis. For a
fun-filled experience of a lifetime, write to American Student
Information Service, 22 Avenue
de la Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,
Dept. 111, !for an illustrated 36,
page booklet, giviing you all the
information about available jobs,
special discount tours and flights.
A job ap.plication form is also
included. Please enclose $2 for
overseas handling and air mail
reply.

Presents an exhibition
and safe of .
originals, lithographs,
etchings, wood cuts
Daumier

Cassatt

Maillol

Rouault

Carzou

Corinth

Picasso

Toulouse-Lautrec

Chagall

Dufy

Renoir

Van Dongen .

and many others moderately priced
Salve Regina College -

Ochre Court

10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
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Ja§§Band
Will Play
SophDance

From the Bookshelf:

'The Arrangement'
By ELIA
444 Pages - Stein
Eddie Anderson, alias, Evans
Arness, never figured out his
automobile accident, but that accident, which resulted in near
death, changed his whole life. Today he is a different man - Eddie Anderson is dead and a new
Eddie Anderson has taken his
place. This new Eddie Anderson
is not spectacular in any way, not
famous, not outstanding. He is
merely a man, living and working
from day to day. At times he
worries about his present life "is this what all the drama, that
great over-throw was for?"
All the drama is Eddie's realization of his life as something
futile,
something superfluous,
something highly pretentious. He
looks at his contemporaries. his
friends, and his wife and wonders
- what is it all for? What are
the two cars for, the house in
Beverly Hills equipped with a
swimming pool and every imaginable luxury, the white collars in
business, the college education at
Radcliffe for the kid, the cocktail
parties, dinners at eight, the
country clubs, the psychiatrists,
the lawyers, the money, the ... ?
They aren't really worth anything when you aren't happy with
them, when you know it's all
fake, when you know it isn't stable, when you know it will all disappear when the money goes ...
His wife made him what he
was: She realized his potential
and pushed him into an important
executive position in an advertising agency. They are successfu!,
they are wealthy, they are prominent people in society; they are
what their friends call them, "the
golden couple." But - Eddie isn't
happy. Eddie doesn't love his
wife. Eddie runs around. Eddie
falls in love with another woman.
Eddie's wife knows this but she's
trying to make the marriage
work. She sees her psychiatrist
'a s almost all her friends do and
she tries harder and harder to
preserve the marriage. He recovers from his automobile accident,
tries his job · again, and then then he throws it all out. For a
time he escapes his life in New
York with his girlfriend, but is
abruptly called back to California
- his father is dying. He realizes what a futile life his father
has led. He had one purpose ·to make money. And now he has
nothing. It's all gone; lost in the
crash, lost in business, lost
through the years - nothing.
What for? The family must decide; should the old man be put
in a rest home? Definitely. They
all agree - except Eddie. They
all think Eddie is acting strangely. Perhaps he's insane. Maybe
the automobile accident did affect
his brain. Eddie's wife wants liim
to come home, to try again, have
it like it used to be. Eddie doesn't
want to because he knows there
are two Eddies now - one is
dying and a new one is about to
emerge and burst into life. So it

KAZAN
and Day - $6.95
can't be like it used to be.
He kidnaps his dying father
from the hospital and takes him
back to their old home where
he lived as a boy. He wants his
father to enjoy his last days, to
remmrsce, to contemplate; to
catch a few last breaths
before the end. But Eddie is acting strangely and is declared insane by his wife, her psychiatrist,
her lawyer, his family, his friends
- everyone. So it is suggested
that he go somewhere to rest for
awhile. Somewhere is a sanitarium and Eddie likes it there. It is
the only place where all masks
are thrown off and reality is in
the spotlight.
But Eddie is not insane. He has
merely found himself, he has said
what he felt, he knows the truth
and he likes it. The old Eddie is
dead and Eddie Anderson has
been born again. He is given a
choice - either go back to his
wife and commit himself to her
care and protection, or be cut off
financially from everything: job,
estate, livlihood. Eddie chooses
the latter and goes out in the
world alone, stripped of all former ties. He rediscovers his girlfriend and they live together ac1cording to this agreement: "I
don't want anything from you
and you won't g et anything from
me." Eventually, Eddie and his
girlfriend stop running in a circle
and converge - in marriage. Eddie has run the race back to the
starting point and has come out
the winner - this time his life is
not just "the arrangement."
- Mary Klestinec

"If in the twilight of memory
we should meet once more, we
shall speak again together and
you shall sing to me a deeper
song. And if our hands should
meet in another dream we shall
build another tower in the sky."

First-Hand Report Given By
Salve's Student Teachers
Nearly one hundred Salve Regina student teachers returned
to campus on Labor Day, Assignments of ninety-two seniors were
made to various public and parochial schools throughout the state.
The student teacher's life is challenging and demanding. We present an inside, true-to-life account of what it is really like.
TIME: 6:45 a.m.
PLACE: Any Salve dormitory.
CHARACTERS: Abused, exhausted, dedicated, famished, but rewarded Student Teachers.

Good Morning, this is Salty
Brine ready to swing with "To
Sir With Love."
Turn off that radio before I
throw it through the window.
Hurry and get up - if we don't
we'll never get to Miley for our
goodie sacks.
O.K. May I wear your chartreuse angora sweater?
Sure, but don't you think it's a
· bit too risque for the classroom?
We must maintain propriety you
know.
Yes, but I'm wearing a conservative
pug and sturdy oxfords,
Two national scholarships for
college senior women are offered so that will tone it down.
That's true.
for 1968-119 69 by the Katharine
Gibbs School. These awards were
The Scene shifts
established in 1935 as a memorito the Miley Cafeteria.
al to Mrs. Katharine M. Gibbs,
Crunch!!! This toast is burning
founder and first president of
the roof of my mouth.
the School.
Horrors! You won't be able to
Each scholarship consists of
full tuition ($1,350) for the sec .. enunciate clearly!
retarial training course, plus an
Oops! It's 8:00 o'clock - we're
additional cash award of $500, off.
totaling $1,850. The winners may
The Scene shifts
select any; one of the four Gibbs
to
Classroom USA.
schools for their training - Boston, New York, Montclair, or
That was the bell. Everyone in
Providence.
·
his seat.
Winners are chosen by the
Yes, that means you.
Scholarship Committee on the
I don't care if you did leave
basis of college academic record, your "Bic" in your locker, you
financial needs, and potentialities have to take the test.
for suocess in business.
I want everyone in this room to
Application blanks may be ob- get 100%.
tained by writing to: Memorial
No, not 100% wrong.
Scholarship Committee, KathaFifteen minutes of
rine Gibbs ,S chool, 200 Park Avenue, New York, New York. MODERATE silence follows •
10017.
Exchange papers and put your

Katie Gibbs
Scholarships
Available

initials in the lower left hand corn er of your neighbor's test.
Wha t 's going on ba ck there ?
I don't care if F.A.G. is your
monogram, put it down anyway
Mr. Gonk.
No, I shall not disregard these
tests.
Pass them forward.
Forward. That means toward
me.
The Scene shifts
to the Teachers' Lounge.
No, I diplomatically told him
that I can't go to the Senior Prom
with him.
Will you loan me a dime for
coffee?
Have another potato chip.
Yes, I know that student. I
taught his father's great grandfather and ...
Oops! Gotta leave before I'm
stampeded on my way to class.
The Scene shifts
to Classroom USA once again.
Dismissal time.
What is the subject of the sentence?
No, it is not "jumped."
Calm down or I'll see you at
2:30.
I don't care if you do have football practice.
Oh yes, Class - Tomorrow we
shall be having a visitor - Please
be on your best behavior.
Ring!!! Yes, yes Class - that
means you may go.
Class exits and a voice floats
back as student X leaves , , ,
What do you mean you'll see
me at the Creamery?

With this theme in mind, taken
from The Prophet by Gilbran, the
Class of 1970, under the chairmanship of Kathy Lannan, is.
busy planning the traditional
Nocturne. This year's formal
will be held Saturday, December
2, with dancing to the music of
the Tune Toppers, a Boston jazz
band.
The innovation of a jazz band
is unique to the tradition of the
Nocturne. The group has played
in numerous night clubs in Boston and throughout New England.
Their reputation as a fine instrumental group can be supported
by the fact that their manager
also handles the Lovin' Spoonful
and the Brothers Four. Their instruments include an organ, saxaphone, drums and guitar. Not
only do they play the old standards with imagination, but they
also include a show with songs
and jokes.
Following the dance at Ochre
Court, a midnight buffet will be
served until 2:00 a .m. at the
Coachmen in Tiverton. Assisting
the general chairman in arrangements are: Linda Zerilli, Ginny
Dooley, Margy Murphy, Nancy
Gillis, Maureen Dolan, and Sue
Kealy. Father Johnson, retreat
mas.tE'lr of last year, will officiate
at the folk mass Sunday for the
girls and their dates. Coffee and
doughnuts will be served in the
Haven following the Mass.
- Linda Zerilll
- Sharon Lanoue
The Scene shifts to a calm,
empty Classroom USA.
Yes, tonight I'll record the
marks and correct the five sets
of papers.
See you in the morning!
- Diane Hardy
- Pat McCarten
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NOTICE?
Due to lack of interest,
tomorrow has been cancelled.

